This paper is concerned with the general dynamic lot size model, or (generalized) WagnerWhitin model. Let n denote the number of periods into which the planning horizon is divided. We describe a simple forward algorithm which solves the general model in 0(n log n) time and 0(n) space, as opposed to the well-known shortest path algorithm advocated over the last 30 years with 0 (n 2) time.
This paper is concerned with the dynamic lot size model, one of the most frequently employed deterministic single-item inventory planning models. This model was introduced by Wagner and Whitin (1958) and is therefore often referred to as the WagnerWhitin model ( W-W model): it specifies a horizon divided into finitely many (say n) periods each with a known demand which must be satisfied. An unlimited amount may be ordered (produced) in each period. The cost structure consists of fixed-plus-linear order (or production) costs and holding costs assumed to be proportional with the endof-the-period inventory levels. All parameters, i.e., demands, setup costs, variable replenishment and holding cost rates, may differ from period to period.
Two distinct rationales prevail for maintaining inventories in systems with deterministic demands and unlimited replenishment opportunities:
(I) the cycle stock motive: economies of scale in the replenishment costs provide an incentive for order quantities to cover more than a single period's demand; (II) the speculative motive (see Chand and Morton 1986): even in the absence of economies of scale, it may be advantageous to order some future period's demand in the current period, if the future cost of ordering a unit exceeds the cost of ordering this unit now and carrying it until the future period.
In this paper we describe a simple algorithm which solves the general dynamic lot size model in 0(n log n) time and 0(n) space, as opposed to the well-known shortest path algorithm advocated over the last 30 years with 0 (n2) time. A linear, i.e., 0 (n)-time and space algorithm is obtained for two important special cases:
(a) models without speculative motives for carrying stock, i.e., instances in which in each interval of time, the per unit order cost increases by less than the cost of carrying a unit in stock over this interval (constant variable order cost rates represent a special case of such models; Wagner and Whitin, for example, originally confined themselves to this case); (b) instances with nondecreasing setup costs. Numerical experiments, reported in ?6, confirm that use of the above algorithms results function is in fact monotone decreasing (increasing) if ( no) speculative motives exist for carrying inventories from period k to period 1, i.e., if the variable cost of ordering a unit in period k and carrying it till period I is less than (exceeds) the variable ordering cost in period 1. It is easily verified that the increasingness property of the difference functions Ak,l(*) (I > k) in models without speculative motives for carrying inventories also implies that a monotone optimal policy exists, i.e., a policy in which l(t), the last period with a setup in a horizon of t periods, is nondecreasing in t. Topkis (1968 Topkis ( , 1978 and Topkis and Veinott ( 1972) present the first general existence conditions for monotone optimal policies in dynamic programs, see also Chapter 8 in Heyman and Sobel (1984) . See p. 511 of the important paper by Whitney ( 1935) for an early antecedent.
The existence of a monotone optimal policy was in fact used for the derivation of planning horizon theorems and procedures, see e.g. Wagner As pointed out above, our algorithm applies to a setting where some of the difference functions may be increasing and others decreasing. Note that 0 (n2) operations are required for the mere evaluation of the costs on the arcs in the network corresponding with the W-W model. It is therefore all the more striking that an optimal policy may be determined in at most 0(n log n) time.
After completion of this paper we have become aware of two alternative and independently obtained 0(n log n) solution methods by Wagelmans et al. ( 1989) and Aggarwal and Park ( 1990) . The former is a backward algorithm whose derivation is based on geometric arguments. The latter is a recursive procedure in which a problem with a given horizon is solved by two recursive calls to subproblems of half the original size and a third problem which is solvable in linear time via one of the above-mentioned algorithms for increasing or decreasing difference functions. The constant factor in the time bound is therefore quite large, see also Galil and Giancarlo (1989) commenting on a similar recursive procedure in Wilber (1988) . The worst case complexity of our algorithm is 3n log n + 0(n) and can be argued to be 0(n) in practice under the assumption of parameters that are bounded from above or below by positive constants, see Proposition 1. No alternative linear time procedure appears to exist for the prevalent case where the setup costs are nondecreasing over time.
We complete this introduction with an outline of the remainder of this paper. In ? 1 we introduce the notation and derive some preliminary results. Our 0(n log n) general algorithm is derived in ?2. ?3 and ?4 are devoted to the two above-mentioned special cases in which the complexity of the algorithm reduces to 0 (n): nondecreasing setup costs (?3) and models without speculative inventory motives (?4). In ?5 we discuss conditions for the existence of monotone policies. ?6 contains our numerical results.
Notation and Preliminaries
The dynamic lot size model with a horizon of ni periods, is specified by the following parameters:
d 
As pointed out in the Introduction, it is well known since Wagner and Whitin that optimal policies exist under which orders are placed if and only if inventory equals zero, and such zero-inventory ordering policies are completely determined by the specification of the last order period l(t) preceding any given horizon t (t = 1, . .. , n). We give a (short) proof for the optimality of zero-inventory ordering policies, so as to keep this paper self-contained and because its perturbation argument is needed in the proof of Lemma 3. LEMMA 1 (Wagner and Whitin 1958). There exists an optimal zero-inventory ordering policy.
PROOF. Consider a policy which orders in periods with positive starting inventory. We construct a zero-inventory policy with lower or equal costs. Under the given policy, let period I be the first period with positive starting inventory (II) in which an order is placed, and let period i < I be the order period preceding period 1. (Period i is welldefined since period 1 is an order period with zero starting inventory.) Let Xi (XI) denote the order quantity in period i (1). Note that Xi >_ II since period i has starting inventory zero.
It is clearly feasible to increase the order quantity in period i by XI units and to cancel the order in period 1. Either this perturbation reduces total costs, or cil _ cl and a cost reduction is achieved by reducing the order quantity in period i by I, units. (This alternative perturbation is also feasible since Xi _> II.) In both cases we obtain a revised policy with lower or equal costs, and with one less period in which an order is placed while its starting inventory is positive. The desired zero-inventory ordering policy may thus be obtained afterfinitely many of the above perturbations. L] Let F(t) = minimum cost in the first t periods, t = 1, . .. , n and recall that F(l, t) -minimum cost in the first t periods, if the final setup is performed in period I/ t (t =1,...,n). To determine whether for a given horizon t, some period I is a better choice to be the last setup period than some other period k, we first derive some properties of the difference function Ak,l(t) = F(k, t) -F(l, t).
Note that 
F(l, t) = F(l -1) + K1 + S(l, t) + cj[D(t) -
D(l -1)],(2)F(k, t) = F(k -1) + Kk + S(k, t) + Ck[D(t) -D(k -1)].(3)
Substitute S(k, t) = S(k, l-1) + S(l, t) + [D(t) -D(l-l)][H(l-1)-H(k-1)], (see ( lb)) and [D(t) -D(k -1)] = [D(t)
--H(k- 1)[D( l-1)-D(k)] + ck[D(l -1)-D(k- 1)] + D(l-l)(C(l)-C(k)) = F(k-1) + Kk-F(l- l)-K1 + S(l-1)-S(k) + C(k)[D(l- 1) -D(k- 1)] + dkH(k-1) + D(l-1 l)( C(l) -C(k)).(4)
The General Algorithm
As pointed out above, solution of the W-W model reduces to determining a sequence { I(t): t = I, ... , n } with 1(t) an optimal period to perform the last setup when minimizing the cost in the first t periods, i.e., F(I(t), t) = F(t) (t = 1,. . . , n). Our proposed algorithm is, like the classical shortest path procedure, a forward algorithm with sequential determination of a pair (l(j), F(j)) for j = 1, ... , n.
Assume therefore that at the beginning ofthe jth iteration, {(l(k), F(k)): 1 k -j -1 } are known. The proposed algorithm constructs a list containing all periods that, among the first j periods, are optimal terminal order points for some horizon t 1 j. While striving for the smallest such list, it is to be recognized that the future demands dj+1, ... ., dn have not been inspected at this point, and it is inefficient to do so. We therefore treat all future demands dylj. ....
, dn as unknown parameters so that all future cumulative
cumulative demand 
In Case II, at least one of the elements in Q '(j) is to be eliminated. For example if the left (right) most inequality in (9) is violated then period ip (ip+, ) is to be eliminated and if the middle inequality fails to hold, period (j + 1 ) is itself to be eliminated. In the latter case, it is easily verified from the definition of Q(j) and Q(j + 1 ) that the update is completed with the discarding of period (j + 1) from Q '(j). If ip or ip+1 are eliminated, period (j + 1) gets a new neighbor in the ranked list requiring an additional evaluation of the G( *, ) function, with the potential of additional deletions until a ranked list satisfying (6) is obtained. In view of Theorem 1 (a) that list represents Q(j + 1 ).
Before presenting the formal algorithm we derive an additional test on the basis of which period (j + 1 ) may be eliminated in the process of constructing Q(j + 1 ) from Q(j) (j ? 1 ). This test is based on a single comparison of Kj and Kip+, and is therefore to be preferred to the above described elimination tests which require at least one evaluation of the G( *, * ) function in addition to a comparison. It also provides the foundation for the simplified algorithm in ?3 which applies when the setup costs are nondecreasing. The problem may for example be overcome by maintaining the list Q as a balanced binary tree see e.g. Tarjan (1983) . This is a binary tree in which a balance condition is imposed, forcing the depth of an n-node tree to be 0(log n). This requires rebalancing the tree after (or during) each update operation. The access time in a balanced binary tree is 0 (log n). We can also rebalance such a tree after an insertion or deletion in 0(1og n) time, see Lemma 4.1 in Tarjan ( 1983). A balanced binary tree is one kind of binary search tree in which a set of items is totally ordered by a given key. data-structure is employed, see above. Each period 1, . .. , n is deleted at most once in the course of the algorithm. We conclude that both the work associated with insertions and that associated with deletions and hence the complexity of the entire algorithm is 0(n log n)! THEOREM 2. The Algorithm solves the dynamic lot sizing problem, with O(n log n) elementary operations and 0(n) space requirements.
PROOF. The proof is immediate from Theorem 1, Corollary 1, the discussion above and the following observations:
Step 1 We thus obtain the following simplified version of Step 1 of the Algorithm.
Step 1 for Nondecreasing Setup Costs. We thus obtain the following simplified version of Step 1 of the Algorithm which is identical to "Step 1 for Nondecreasing Setup Costs" except that the test (C(j) < C(N(LAST)) can be omitted:
Step 1 for Models Without Speculative Inventory Motive. See also Anily and Federgruen (1991) for another general class of dynamic programs corresponding with so-called extremal partitioning problems, in which monotone optimal policies exist while submodularity of the corresponding arc cost functions may be violated.
Numerical Results
In this section we provide a numerical evaluation of the efficiency of the Algorithm. Table 1 exhibits the performance of the Algorithm on a sample of 20 test problems, with n varying from 500 to 5000 as indicated in the first column of the table. In all 20 problems, one period demand, holding and variable order cost rates and setup costs are all generated as uniform random variables on the integers of a given interval. The minimum and maximum values of these intervals are specified in Table 1 . Column 6 specifies the CPU time of the Algorithm when executed on an IBM 4381 in Fortran, and measured in seconds.
We report (as a benchmark) in column 7 the CPU times required by Evans' (1985) efficient implementation of the classical (Wagner-Whitin) dynamic programming algorithm.
For the smallest of our test problems (with n = 500), the new algorithm is approximately 3 times faster. For n = 5000, it is two orders of magnitude cheaper. 
